
THE EFFECTS OF MENINGITIS ON THE

Meningitis is inflammation of the meninges, which are the membranes that protect the brain and spinal cord. A severe
headache is one of the common symptoms of meningitis. Some symptoms, such as fever and stiff neck, may occur right
away.

Some twenty percent of all childhood survivors experience neurological deficits at least five years after the
initial diagnosis [9]. Non-parametric statistical tests were used in all statistical evaluations since the
Shapiro-Wilk test revealed that some of the obtained data sets were not normally distributed. Can bacterial
meningitis be prevented? Hence, bacterial meningitis is associated with learning and memory deficits,
cognitive deficiencies and sensorimotor impairments including hearing and visual loss, and motor dysfunction
[9] â€” [11]. Children may experience learning difficulties. The rash can appear anywhere on the body.
However, the information is presented in the form of energy used towards the support surface to maintain
stability [21] , [29] , [30] , which in turn corresponds to the efficiency of standing [31]. You may be left with
devastating ailments for life. He is similar to a toddler, although he is 22 years old. Additionally, the analysis
procedures of the posturography test paradigm ensures that all calculated values are properly normalized for
the subjects anthropometrical variations both in height and mass. The Mann-Whitney test was used for post
hoc comparison between meningitis treated subjects and the healthy controls. A five minute rest period was
given between eyes open EO and EC tests. Find a Doctor. Meningococcal meningitis and septicaemia,
whether they occur on their own or together, are often referred to as meningococcal disease. You might
mistake symptoms of septicemia for tiny scratches or a minor rash. It may become difficult to turn your neck
at all. A customized computer program controlled the vibratory stimulation and sampled the force platform
data at 50 Hz. This inflammation usually happens as a result of an infection caused by a virus or bacteria.
Swelling of optic nerves can produce temporary eyesight difficulties. This headache may be mistaken for a
migraine. They may also be given along with a corticosteroid to help reduce inflammation and swelling. Many
survivors will be left with a number of serious impairments that require long term on-going support. At first,
your skin may just look a little blotchy. If you press a drinking glass against a rash, it should fade. Thus,
assessment of adaptation capacity can help to identify subtle impairments of the CNS and sensorimotor
systems [20] â€” [23] , an option often overlooked in clinical assessments. The mean age at diagnosis was 6.
What are the complications of bacterial meningitis? There is no easy fix but support, patience and
understanding is often the best way forward. If a person is significantly ill with fever and develops a rash, they
should seek medical care. The test paradigm vibratory stimulation disturb only somatosensory information
originating from a controlled limited local area [15]. Madsen-OTOflex was used. Untreated, meningitis can
lead to coma. Ask if your condition can be treated in other ways. The squared nature of the variance algorithm
made it necessary to use normalization with squared parameters to achieve unit agreement. Verified long-term
impairment of postural control would add to growing evidence that bacterial meningitis at early age may cause
a multitude of long-lasting CNS deficits. Table 1 Statistical evaluation of anthropometrical height and mass
normalized torque variance values during quiet stance, comparing subjects treated in childhood for meningitis
with healthy controls. Sight problems Changes in sight can be a permanent or temporary effect of meningitis.
Bulging soft spot Babies have areas on the head known as fontanels, which are gaps where the skull's bones
have not yet fused together. Pneumococcal and meningococcal meningitis are two different types of bacterial
meningitis. Some types of meningitis can also be caused by fungi, parasites, certain diseases, medications, and
injuries to the head or spine. Trouble with memory and concentration may last well after the illness has
passed. Recorded torque contain the same information about movement fluctuations as the traditional method
of calculating CoP. After recovering from meningitis, people should have a hearing test to check for potential
hearing problems.


